Bio-Organic Approach of Epilepsy Treatment: New Horizon for Future Neurological Treatment
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Abstract

Epilepsy is a chronic non-communicable disease affecting people at any age. There are several therapeutic approaches for epilepsy, but not all effective at any particular case. The need for designing new therapeutic strategies remains challengeable. We introduced a new therapeutic approach to treat epilepsy through application principles of bioorganic chemistry in which we give supplementation of zinc, calcium, and magnesium, in addition to vitamin D3. A 31 years old female who had epilepsy for more than 15 years, with three seizures per day exhibited excellent response for the prescribed approach over three months prior to writing this article. Taken together, epilepsy can be treated effectively, easily and cheaply by applying our methodology.
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Introduction

Epilepsy is a brain disease with chronic nature that influences more than 50 million people at global level. Epilepsy is known by recurrent seizures, that include a group of movements (involuntary in nature), involving the body (partly or completely). Seizures may be associated with lack of consciousness in addition to loss of control over bowel or bladder function [1].

It has been estimated that one fifth of epilepsy cases are due to acute injuries such as Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI), stroke and infections of Central Nervous System (CNS) [2]. Epidemiologic studies from the U.S showed that about 6% of epilepsies are due to TBI, 11% are due to Cerebro Vascular Accident (CVA), 4% for infections, and less than 1% for new onset cryptogenic Status Epilepticus (SE) [3,4]. The treatment of epilepsy is highly costing and it has reached about 15 billion USD per year in the US. One of the challenges encountered in neurology is the occurrence of epilepsy following TBI or to minimize its intensity [5]. The problem is complicated by the long period involved from acute injury to the development of clear presentation of epilepsy [6].

Seizure scenes are an aftereffect of inordinate electrical releases in a gathering of brain cell. Various pieces of the cerebrum can be the site of such releases [7]. Seizures can fluctuate from the briefest breaches of consideration or muscle bastards to extreme and delayed spasms [8]. Seizures can likewise shift in recurrence, from under 1 breach per year to a few every day [9]. One seizure doesn’t imply epilepsy, it is estimated that about 10% of individuals at global level have got one seizure in their life [10]. Epilepsy is characterized as having at least two unwarranted seizures [8,9]. Epilepsy is one of the world’s most established perceived conditions, with composed records going back to 4000 BC. Dread, misconception, separation and social shame have encompassed epilepsy for a considerable length of time. This shame proceeds in numerous nations today and can affect on the personal satisfaction for individuals with the disease and their families [7].

Bio-organic approach of epilepsy treatment

In this section, we are introducing new therapeutic concept that we applied in a case study with epilepsy. A female with epilepsy, 31 years old, since she was 15 years old. During 16 years of suffering, she was admitted to several hospitals including private and public hospitals in Jordan. She was examined by several clinical neurologists and prescribed a lot of relevant medications. No improvements were observed. Medical investigations have continuously confirmed epilepsy.

Due to lack of improvements, the parents of the patient tried other therapeutic options including spiritual options hoping to ameliorate the clinical occurrence of seizures since she had three seizures per day. All options failed to end the patient’s tragedy.

After thorough revision of the case and its medical history, the decision was to think of a new approach of treatment. We think that if electrical discharges are characterizing epilepsy, then we can focus on interacting with these discharges in a safe and simple way. The origin of this idea is based on our understanding of both organic chemistry and biochemistry. In other words, we employ principles of organic chemistry to achieve biological improvement of such a condition. From organic chemistry point of view, a chemical bond is an electron density round the nucleus. To break down such a bond, we need a catalytic action by enzyme from a biochemistry point of view [11,12].

Now, we can withdraw this bond and weaken it to break it down later through adding positive charges including zinc, magnesium, and calcium. Vitamin D was also given. We followed the patient for three months without any reported seizure.
Conclusion

In this study, we introduced a new therapeutic approach for treatment of epilepsy. The new therapeutic approach is easy, effective and cheap. It depends on providing supplemenations of calcium, magnesium and zinc, accompanied with vitamin D 3. A female with epilepsy for 16 years and with three seizures per day exhibited good therapeutic response without any reported seizures over three months of preparing this study.
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